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On-chip light sources for silicon photonics

Zhiping Zhou1, Bing Yin1 and Jurgen Michel2

Serving as the electrical to optical converter, the on-chip silicon light source is an indispensable component of silicon photonic

technologies and has long been pursued. Here, we briefly review the history and recent progress of a few promising contenders for

on-chip light sources in terms of operating wavelength, pump condition, power consumption, and fabrication process. Additionally, the

performance of each contender is also assessed with respect to thermal stability, which is a crucial parameter to consider in complex

optoelectronic integrated circuits (OEICs) and optical interconnections. Currently, III-V-based silicon (Si) lasers formed via bonding

techniques demonstrate the best performance and display the best opportunity for commercial usage in the near future. However, in the

long term, direct hetero-epitaxial growth of III–V materials on Si seems more promising for low-cost, high-yield fabrication. The

demonstration of high-performance quantum dot (QD) lasers monolithically grown on Si strongly forecasts its feasibility and

enormous potential for on-chip lasers. The superior temperature-insensitive characteristics of the QD laser promote this design in

large-scale high-density OEICs. The Germanium (Ge)-on-Si laser is also competitive for large-scale monolithic integration in the future.

Compared with a III-V-based Si laser, the biggest potential advantage of a Ge-on-Si laser lies in its material and processing

compatibility with Si technology. Additionally, the versatility of Ge facilitates photon emission, modulation, and detection

simultaneously with a simple process complexity and low cost.
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INTRODUCTION

With sustained exponential performance growth in the information

industry, global Internet traffic is set to grow dramatically and will

surpass the zettabyte (270 bytes) threshold in 20161; because of this

trend, broadband, high-density, high-speed data interconnections at a

low-cost are strongly desired for signal processing and high-perform-

ance computing. Optical interconnections via silicon (Si) photonic

technology have been widely recognized as a potential solution to

overcome this bottleneck. Higher data rates and higher interconnec-

tion densities with lower system-level power dissipations could be

obtained when using photons as the medium to detect, process, and

transmit information2. Over the past two decades, an unprecedented

technology boom has occurred in silicon photonics. A few keystone

components have been demonstrated with superior performance,

such as the extremely low-loss waveguide3, ultra-fast modulator4,

and high bandwidth detector5. Additionally, the progress achieved

in the field of photonic integration is also exciting, with the successful

demonstration of a high-density optical interconnect system with

over 30-Tbps cm22 bandwidth density6 and a monolithic integrated

Ge-based photonic interconnection7.

Recently, the respective merits and flaws of on-chip versus off-chip

light sources for optical interconnections have been comprehensively

analyzed and discussed8. An off-chip light source displays high light-

emitting efficiency and good temperature stability but suffers from

relatively large coupling losses between the off-chip light source and

the Si chip and a high packaging expense. On the contrary, an on-chip

light source could potentially achieve a higher integration density with

a compact size and display a better performance in terms of energy

efficiency and energy proportionality. Despite these substantial advan-

tages, the development of an on-chip light source on Si has seriously

lagged behind that of other photonic components mentioned above3–5

because of the low emission efficiency of Si9, currently limiting the

progress of optical interconnection technology. A few promising can-

didates have been extensively researched, including porous Si10, Si

nanocrystals11, Si Raman lasers12, Erbium (Er)-related light

sources13–16, Germanium (Ge)-on-Si lasers17–20, and III-V-based Si

lasers21–24. To fully utilize the current microelectronics and optical

communication technologies, an ideal light source should satisfy the

following requirements17: (1) emit at approximately 1310 or 1550 nm

to connect directly with the fiber optical network; (2) lase under elec-

trical pumping for a compact size and high integration density; (3)

display high power efficiency for sufficient output power and low

energy cost-per-bit in data transmission; and (4) integrate on Si with

complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS)-compatible

fabrication techniques for large-scale manufacturing. Accordingly,

porous Si, Si nanocrystals, and Si Raman lasers fail to meet the afore-

mentioned requirements because of wavelength mismatch, ultralow

emission efficiency, or intrinsic optical-pumping mechanisms. Given

their comprehensive performance, current studies primarily focus on

the following three types of promising light sources: (1) Er-related light

source, (2) Ge-on-Si laser, and (3) III-V-based Si laser. Table 1 sum-

marizes the basic information of these three candidates. Each candidate
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displays unique properties and advantages. In this paper, therefore, a

comprehensive analysis has been conducted and includes a review of the

history, a summary of recent progress, and an assessment of the develop-

ment trends from the perspective of realizing an ideal on-chip light

source for large-scale optoelectronic integrated circuits (OEICs).

ER-RELATED LIGHT SOURCE

The ability to emit at approximately 1.55 mm via its unique intra-4f

transition and the extraordinary success of Er-doped fiber amplifiers

and lasers (EDFAs/EDFLs) have greatly stimulated the development of

an Er-related laser on Si. However, compared with EDFAs/EDFLs, the

smaller size and electrical pumping requirements of Er-related lasers

introduce additional difficulties in terms of fabrication, material gain

coefficients, and energy transfer efficiencies. For example, optically

pumped Er-related lasers25,26 were successfully demonstrated a decade

ago, whereas no electrically pumped Er-related laser has ever been

reported. According to the conduction mechanism, the fully explored

electrical pumping Er-related light sources can be divided into two

basic groups: (1) Er-doped Si-rich materials and (2) Er compound

materials. The first group of materials obeys the rule of the Poole–

Frenkel conduction mechanism27 and mainly includes Er-doped

Si-rich Si dioxide (SiOx:Er)28 and Er-doped Si-rich Si nitride

(SiNx:Er)29. The second group of materials follows the rule of the

Fowler–Nordheim (F–N) tunneling mechanism30 and includes

erbium silicates31 and erbium chloride silicate (ECS)32.

In Er-doped Si-rich materials, the excess Si is in the form of Si

nanocluster (Si-nc). The typical energy level scheme for the coupled

Er:Si-nc system28 is described in Figure 1. The Si-nc acts as a sensitizer

that transfers the absorbed energy to Er ions, quantified by the transfer

coefficient Cnc-Er. Additionally, the Si-nc utilizes quantum effects to

localize the carriers and provides a spatial constriction of electron–

hole pairs. Therefore, the probability of radiative recombination is

increased, thus enhancing the internal quantum efficiency (IQE) of

the material. However, the introduction of excess Si also results in

nonradiative processes such as free carrier absorption (FCA), in which

free carriers in the conduction band absorb photons and jump to

higher energy levels. The enhancement of emission efficiency is there-

fore severely limited. Additionally, the energy back-transfer from

erbium to Si exists simultaneously, thus limiting the energy transfer

efficiency and the obtainable concentration of excited erbium ions.

Therefore, means to accomplish unidirectional energy transfer and

to suppress FCA effectively are still urgent issues that must be

addressed. The effects of annealing treatment33 and polarization strat-

egy34 on the device performance have been analyzed and optimized.

Additionally, a novel horizontal multi-slot structure was proposed35

to enhance the emission efficiency, in which the energy back-transfer

and FCA were suppressed under lateral carrier injection because of

unique photon confinement36. Another method to improve light

source performance is the introduction of a surface plasmon (SP) into

the light-emitting device because the SP could increase the spontan-

eous emission rate and IQE37,38. Unfortunately, the enhanced wave-

length is only effective in the visible region. Despite these

improvements, the effect is limited. In addition, Er-doped materials

suffer from a low erbium concentration because of the finite erbium

solubility in Si. Further increases in erbium concentration, such as in

heavy doping, lead to a nonuniform distribution and erbium ions

clustering39. Experimental results indicated that this increased con-

centration significantly reduced the population of optically active

erbium ions40, complicating the realization of an adequate gain in

waveguides within sub-millimeter length scales. Therefore, no net

optical gain in the Er-doped Si-rich materials has yet been reported

under electrical pumping. The electrically excited Er31 ions achieved

were only up to 20% in experiment with a power efficiency of 10–2%41.

To further increase the erbium concentration, erbium compound

materials including erbium silicate and ECS have become an active

topic of research because of their stoichiometric nature. Erbium

silicate is the first widely researched erbium compound material in

which almost all of the erbium ions are optically active16. Benefiting

from the high erbium concentration, a strong infrared photolumines-

cence (PL) at room temperature (RT) has been experimentally

observed in erbium silicate42. Nevertheless, the high erbium concen-

tration shortens the distance of neighboring erbium ions, resulting in

strong cooperative upconversion (CU) and concentration quenching,

which are detrimental factors for achieving material gain. An effective

strategy to address this issue is introducing ytterbium (Yb) and

yttrium (Y) ions into the erbium silicates to dilute the erbium ions

because they share a similar ionic radius (Y: 0.90 Å, Er: 0.88 Å, Yb: 0.86

Å) and silicate crystal structure. Consequently, the CU and concen-

tration quenching were suppressed, and the infrared PL efficiency was

greatly enhanced by optimizing the composition of Yb and Y addi-

tions43–45. Optical amplification was comprehensively analyzed and

measured in Er/Yb/Y silicate waveguides46,47, and a 30 dB cm21 modal

gain was demonstrated in a Si photonic crystal slot structure47. In

addition, electroluminescence (EL) was observed in experiments

Table 1 Key strengths and challenges of each promising candidate

Candidates Er-related light source Ge-on-Si laser III-V-based Si laser

Working mechanism Using Er as an atomic emitting

center

Enhance emitting efficiency via bandgap

engineering

Using III–V material as gain medium

Gain material SiOx:Er14; SiNx:Er15; Er silicates16 Ge17–19; GeSn alloy20 InAlGaAs QW 21,22; InGaAsP QW23; InAs/GaAs QD24

Advantage CMOS compatible fabrication

process; Wavelength stability

Large gain spectrum; Material and process

compatibility with Si technology

High gain and output optical power; Good structure

design flexibility

Challenge Low EL efficiency; Obtain net gain Ge materials quality; Ultrahigh threshold current Fabrication compatibility and cost reduction

EL stands for electroluminescence; QW and QD stand for quantum well and quantum dot, respectively.
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via hot-electrons impact excitation, and recent studies suggested that a

strong potential material gain of more than 23 dB cm21 in Er/Yb

silicate may be achieved under low current density excitation48.

ECS was first synthesized in 2011 in the form of single crystal

nanowires32 with a long lifetime and a high erbium concentration

simultaneously. The highest erbium concentration achieved was

1.6 3 1022 cm23, and the lifetime can be as long as 540 ms49. To assess

the suitability of various Er-materials for light emission, the lifetime-

density product (LDP) was proposed as a convenient figure-of-merit

quantity and ECS has the highest LDP value (Figure 2a). Moreover,

the gain simulation analysis indicated that ECS can achieve enormous

optical gains under low excitation photon fluxes (Figure 2b).

This result was supported by the successful demonstration of an ECS

nanowire waveguide with at least 30 dB cm21 net gain50. However,

similar to erbium silicate, ECS also suffers from the CU effect and

concentration quenching. Therefore, Y was introduced into ECS to

control and optimize the erbium concentration, and an optical gain

exceeding 100 dB cm21 is currently achievable under optical pumping

in optimized erbium yttrium chloride silicate51.

The main problem with erbium compound materials is their dielectric

characteristics, hindering the transmission of electrical currents.

Although EL has been clearly observed in ErYb/Y silicates via hot-elec-

tron impact excitation, a high electrical field is required to accelerate the

carriers to become hot, thus rendering a high threshold voltage. For

erbium yttrium chloride silicate materials, no EL has yet been experi-

mentally demonstrated. Moreover, the incompatible CMOS fabrication

process also limits the potential for large-scale production.

In conclusion, Er-related light sources, either based on Er-doped

materials or compound materials, are potential candidates for an on-

chip laser, whereas the low power efficiency makes them currently

impracticable for on-chip application. Compared with light sources

for interband transition, the Er-related light source utilizes erbium as

an atomic luminescent center and requires an extra energy transfer

process for the erbium ion excitation under an electric pump con-

dition. Hence, the EL mechanism of Er-related light sources is inher-

ently less efficient because of the limited erbium ion excitation

efficiency. Moreover, such an extra process also introduces additional

problems. Er-doped silicon-rich materials suffer from the bidirec-

tional characteristic of the energy transfer process and limited erbium

concentration because of erbium ion clustering. Therefore, means

to increase the sensitization efficiency of the Si-nc and to achieve a

uniform distribution of erbium ions remain to be determined.

Although the emission efficiency is relatively higher for erbium com-

pound materials, these materials suffer from a poor current injection

and potential device instability because of high threshold voltages

required to realize EL. Therefore, determining how to achieve efficient

current injection in erbium compound materials is an upcoming chal-

lenge. Improving the material quality or finding suitable protection

material with a high breakdown voltage may provide a solution to

enhance the device performance. In conclusion, significant develop-

ment is required before a desired Er-related laser is available, and

further investigations must solve the above problems.

GERMANIUM-ON-SI LASER

Although Ge and Si are both indirect band gap materials, Ge exhibits

a pseudo-direct gap behavior because of the small energy difference

(136 meV) between the direct valley (C) and indirect valleys (L)52.

This unique band structure causes Ge to operate properly at the optical

telecommunication wavelength of approximately 1550 nm and opens

the possibility of achieving efficient light emission by engineering its

band structure, which was first theoretically demonstrated in 200717.

Generally, n-type doping53, introducing tensile strain54,55, or using

germanium-tin (GeSn) alloy20 are the three most widely used routes

for modifying the band structure of Ge and eventually turning Ge into

a direct bandgap material.

In the n-doping method, the extrinsic electrons offered by n-type

dopants such as phosphorous “fill up” states in the L valley first

according to the Fermi distribution, thus increasing the possibility

of electrons in the L valley jumping up into the C valley via the inter-

valley scattering process. Furthermore, theoretical calculations pre-

dicted that the gain of the Ge material increased with doping

concentration and the 0.25% tensile-strained Ge became a direct

bandgap material when the activated n-type doping concentration

reached 7.6 3 1019 cm–3 56. Ion implantation57 and in situ doping58

are widely researched to obtain high-level n-doping concentrations.

Ion implantation is accessible to achieve a high doping level, whereas

the Ge samples after implantation usually suffer from significant

lattice damage and increasing absorption loss. In situ doping occurs

during material growth and its main problem consists in the contra-

diction between the phosphorous out-diffusion and the high temper-

ature (HT) for high-quality materials growth59, thus restricting

the achievable doping concentration. To address this situation, a
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multi-layered delta doping method60 was proposed by growing Ge

through low temperature deposition and significantly increasing the

local doping levels. Consequently, active carrier concentrations above

4 3 1019 cm–3 were achieved by effectively controlling the dopant out-

diffusion, representing the best results using a chemical vapor deposition

(CVD) growth method61.

Tensile strain is another way to tune the Ge bandgap because it

causes the Ge bandgap to shrink and the direct bandgap (EC
g ) reduces

faster than the indirect bandgap (EL
g ), thus decreasing the energy dif-

ference. Moreover, the tensile strain also leads to light hole/heavy hole

(LH/HH) splitting, consequently reducing the density of states near

the valence band edge and providing an extra benefit of achieving a

low-threshold laser. A theoretical analysis indicated that Ge would

become a direct band gap material when more than 2% biaxial tensile

strain or 4.6% uniaxial tensile strain is applied54. Several approaches

have been extensively explored to accomplish large and flexible tensile

strains in Ge. Thermal annealing is the most convenient strategy to

introduce biaxial tensile strain because of the thermal expansion coef-

ficient mismatch between Ge and Si62. Nevertheless, the tensile strain

achieved in this process is limited to 0.25% because of the residual

compressive strain in the relaxation at the HT63. Another approach is

growing Ge on III–V buffer layers with different lattice parameters

such as InGaAs buffer layers64 and over 2% in tensile strain was rea-

lized in quantum wells (QWs) and quantum dots (QDs). However, the

fabrication process is expensive and not CMOS compatible. Recently,

increasing attention has been focused on introducing tensile strain via

strain transfer from other intrinsic stressors, notably silicon nitride

(Si3N4)65–67, because of its CMOS compatible fabrication and flexibil-

ity in realizing either a compressive or tensile stressor by changing

deposition parameters. When used as a compressive stressor, Si3N4

releases the strain by forcing Ge to expand65. When used as a tensile

stressor, Si3N4 transfers strain to Ge through a contraction on the

contact area. The most substantial problem for this method is the

low efficiency in the strain transfer process resulting from the large

thickness of the substrate, limiting the achievable tensile strain for Ge.

An improved solution was proposed using micromechanical engin-

eering technology for precise structure trimming66,67. The efficiency of

strain transfer is greatly enhanced by etching through the thick Si sub-

strate or buried oxide layer below the Ge layer to form a suspended

platform. Figure 3a shows the designed structure, in which the Si sub-

strate underlying the Si3N4 and Ge-on-insulator (GOI) regions was

etched away. Simulation results indicated that large, locally tunable

tensile strains could be applied in GOI device layers (Figure 3b). Con

sequently, the PL of Ge had been dramatically enhanced over 130 times at

1550 nm because of the formation of the suspension platform67.

Analogous to the tensile strain, adding Sn into Ge also causes the band

structure to shrink, and the band gap can be tuned to a wide range by

altering the content of Sn in the GeSn alloy during the growth using

CMOS processes. The key for this method is to grow high-quality GeSn

alloys on Si with an appropriate Sn content. Currently, the main chal-

lenges for this process reside in the large lattice mismatch between Ge, Sn,

and Si and the low equilibrium solubility (,1%) of Sn in Ge68.

Theoretical calculations indicated that GeSn became a direct bandgap

with a 6.55% Sn concentration69, whereas higher concentrations of Sn

are generally required because of the existence of biaxial compressive

strain induced by the large lattice mismatch between Ge and a-Sn, com-

plicating the growth of high-quality GeSn alloys. To overcome these

obstacles, different buffer layers such as InGaAs and Ge were used, and

high-quality GeSn alloys have been successfully grown by molecular

beam epitaxy (MBE)70 and CVD methods71. Moreover, an electrically

pumped GeSn laser based on a theoretical design was proposed72, and

enhanced GeSn direct bandgap luminescence was also demonstrated73.

Because of the highly successful application of bandgap engineering

technology in Ge, an unexpectedly rapid development of Ge light

sources has occurred. Compared with most III–V materials, several

unique advantages of germanium have been explored, including the

light emission efficiency increasing with temperature74 and injection

level75, the superlinear dependence of the EL intensity on the injection

without saturation75 and the large gain spectrum56. These properties

promote Ge light sources as a competitive candidate for Si-compatible

on-chip lasers. Moreover, benefitting from introducing 0.25% tensile

strain and 4 3 1019 cm23 n-doping concentration, the first electrically

pumped Ge laser19 was successfully demonstrated in 2012, as shown in

Figure 4a. However, the Ge laser suffered from both a high threshold of

280 kA cm22 and poor emission efficiency (Figure 4b) restricted by the

indirect bandgap structure.

To address this situation, further increase in the n-doping concen-

tration is a potential option. However, the n-type doping concentra-

tion currently achieved is high, and further increases above the solid

solubility limit will present difficulties in controlling the dopant out-

diffusion and growing high-quality Ge films simultaneously.

Furthermore, once the quasi Fermi level is above the C valley
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minimum, the HT benefits will be lost. In addition, conflicting results

are noted in the literature both in theoretical and experimental studies.

On the one hand, although the FCA and Auger recombination are

expected to increase rapidly with doping level, simulations have

shown that small threshold currents can be achieved even at doping

levels up to 1020 cm–3, assuming that the minority carrier lifetime is on

the order of milliseconds76. Experiment result also indicated that the

PL intensity increased with doping concentrations of at least up to

3.5 3 1019 cm23 77. On the other hand, an experimental study has

shown that when the doping concentrations exceeded 3 3 1019 cm23,

both the peak and integrated EL intensity decreased sharply78.

Theoretical analyses79 have noted that tensile strain is more efficient

than n-typed doping in terms of threshold reduction and can effectively

decrease the required level of n-doping for a low threshold Si-based Ge

laser. Therefore, increasing the tensile strain is a promising option for

improving the Ge laser performance. Attempts to increase this strain

have resulted in the design of novel structures, such as nano-array

pillars80 and microbridges81–82. Large tensile strains were realized by

reducing the contact area and enhancing the strain transfer efficiency.

Over 3.1% of uniaxial tensile strain was experimentally obtained

in a microbridge structure82 and that a net gain of 460 cm–1 was

theoretically achievable at 0.6 eV, as indicated in Figure 5. Further-

more, over 5.0% of uniaxial tensile strain was realized in the Ge micro-

bridge structure by transferring Ge on SiO2 via wafer bonding83, and Ge

eventually became a direct bandgap material. These results are prom-

ising whereas challenges still exist. The increased strain narrows the

bandgap and redshifts the emission wavelength from the technologic-

ally important 1550-nm band to longer wavelengths. Additionally,

lasing of highly strained Ge has not yet been demonstrated.

For the GeSn alloy, a theoretical analysis indicated that it could

achieve large optical gains69 and be efficient in reducing the lasing

threshold of Ge lasers84 when compared with n-doping. This result

has been confirmed in an experimental demonstration of the first

optically pumped GeSn laser using CMOS processing85. The key

challenge for this design lies in growing a high-quality direct gap

GeSn layer with Sn contents of up to 12.6%. This challenge is

elegantly solved by depositing relaxed GeSn layers onto strain-

relaxed Ge buffer layers on silicon, and the strain is efficiently relaxed

by the so-call Lomer dislocation86. Although such a laser only lased up

to 90 K, this design strongly indicated the feasibility of using a GeSn

alloy to achieve a Ge-on-Si laser with substantial room for improve-

ment.
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In conclusion, the demonstrations of the electrically pumped Ge

laser and optically pumped GeSn laser are milestone works toward the

development of a direct bandgap group IV laser. Additionally, the

ability to operate at relative HT and the large gain spectrum increases

the attractiveness of the Ge laser in wavelength division multiplexing

(WDM) systems and high-density OEICs. In the foreseeable future,

the influence of n-doping may be reduced, whereas the tensile strain

and GeSn alloy could play an increasingly important role in further

improving the performance of the Ge laser. Meanwhile, the wave-

length red shift caused by these two methods is serious and should

also be considered. Hence, an appropriate n-doping concentration is

still indispensable for mitigating the redshift effects. Additionally, the

delicate balance between the aforesaid methods remains a critical issue

in the perspective of optimizing the performance of the Ge laser.

III-V-BASED SI LASER

Benefitting from the direct bandgap structure and high material gain,

integrating III–V semiconductors on Si substrate is currently the most

practical way of obtaining on-chip light sources in silicon photonics.

The main challenge lies in the significant mismatch between the Si and

III–V materials in terms of lattice constants and thermal expansion

coefficients. This mismatch results in a high density of defects such as

threading or misfit dislocation at the interface and large power losses,

thus impeding the direct growth of III–V gain materials on a silicon-

on-insulator (SOI). To address this issue, three main integration

approaches have been extensively explored: direct mounting integ-

ration, wafer bonding-based heterogeneous integration, and direct

hetero-epitaxial growth. Direct mounting integration indicates the

direct integration of individual laser diode dies on a SOI wafer via

solder bumps, allowing for pre-testing of devices before integration,

and potentially maintaining the superior characteristics of the laser

chip with good thermal dissipation. The main issue for this method

resides in the efficient end coupling between the III–V gain material

and the silicon waveguide. Consequently, submicron precision align-

ment is generally required, which is time consuming and increases the

overall assembly cost. Pre-recess patterned trenches87 and mode-size

converters were explored to ease the alignment requirement in the

vertical and horizontal directions. Another issue is the reflection and

feedback of light between the output facet of the laser and silicon

waveguide, which is detrimental to the overall performance of the

laser. Luxtera recently developed a new packaging approach to address

this issue utilizing microoptics and placing an optical isolator between

them. Ball lenses were used to loosen the alignments restriction.

A turning mirror and planar grating were used to accomplish near-

vertical coupling. However, the integration density may be limited by

the pitch and size of the solder bumps, and the strenuous fabrication

process complicated mass production.

Wafer bonding-based heterogeneous integration involves integrat-

ing an unpatterned III–V epitaxial layer on patterned silicon circuits

via bonding techniques, and the light generated in the III–V material is

vertically coupled into silicon circuits by evanescent coupling.

Therefore, this design is not subject to lattice match limitations, pro-

viding the possibility of combining the superior gain characteristics of

the III–V material and excellent passive characteristics of Si wave-

guides together. The patterned III–V gain medium and silicon circuits

are lithographically aligned with high precision, a key asset of the

bonding approach and a crucial advantage when compared to direct

mounting integration. According to the stacking technology, bonding

techniques include wafer-to-wafer (W2W) bonding and multiple die-

to-wafer (D2W) bonding. The former is favorable for massive pro-

duction, but sensitive to the wafer bowing. Additionally, the large

wafer size mismatch between III–V materials (typically 2 inches)

and the SOI (typically 8 or 12 inches) increases the difficulty in man-

ufacturing at scale. On the contrary, the latter has a better flexibility

and is more suitable in terms of integrating the III–V material into the

silicon. Bonding techniques could also be divided into indirect bond-

ing88–92 and direct bonding21–24 in terms of whether an insertion layer

is noted or not. Indirect bonding using metal or polymers such as

divinylsiloxane-benzocyclobutane (DVS-BCB or BCB) to act as adhe-

sives and are mainly comprised of metal-assisted adhesive bond-

ing88,89 and BCB-assisted adhesive bonding90–93.

Metal-assisted adhesive bonding could provide a low resistance

Ohmic contact and is effective in thermal dissipation whereas the

bonding metal causes a strong light absorption and potential metal

contamination. To address these problems, a selective-area metallic

bonding technology was demonstrated in which the bonding metal in

the light coupling area was removed88 (Figure 6a). In addition, an

alternative conductive material-indium-tin oxide (ITO)-was also pro-

posed89, which is almost transparent in the near infrared (Figure 6b).

BCB-assisted adhesive bonding requires no complicated fabrica-

tion and is free from material limitations. BCB is an appropriate

adhesive and exhibits excellent physical properties such as a high

bond strength and thermal stability and a low refractive index and

curing temperature90. Nevertheless, BCB suffers from poor thermal

conductivity because of its insulation property, generating a high

thermal resistance (,10K mW21)91. Consequently, hybrid lasers via

BCB bonding suffer from self-heating effects, rendering the laser perform-

ance degradation. Therefore, heat dissipation should be considered when

applying BCB bonding. Additionally, the evanescent optical coupling

between the top active III–V layer and the bottom SOI waveguides is
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highly sensitive to the thickness of the intermediate layer between them,

e.g. BCB, since the evanescent wave exponential decays in it. Meanwhile,

thick BCB layer also restricts the optical confinement in III–V gain mater-

ial and silicon waveguide, respectively. Determining a technique to

achieve a thin BCB layer with a good repeatability became a major chal-

lenge in the bonding process. To address this issue, a new “cold bonding”

process92 was developed (Figure 7). Benefiting from this new method, a

uniform and ultra-thin bonding layer (,50 nm) was realized, adequately

thin for effective coupling. Accordingly, BCB-assisted adhesive bonding

has become a practical approach for the hybrid integration of III–V

material on a SOI wafer.

Direct bonding normally refers to a technique that brings mirror-

polished, flat and clean wafers or dies into contact to realize a strong

interfacial bond, including the oxygen plasma-assisted low temper-

ature molecular bonding21 and hydrophilic molecular bonding93.

Ultraclean conditions and atom-scale smooth surfaces are generally

required to fulfill direct bonding, rendering complex fabrication pro-

cess. To address this problem, a novel direct fusion bonding technique

at low temperatures was proposed with an ideal band gap combina-

tion. Based on this technique, a 1.3-mm InAs/GaAs QD laser on Si

substrate was demonstrated with low threshold current density of

205 A cm22 24, as illustrated in Figure 8. In addition, the conductive
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Figure 7 The schematic of developed bonding process, referred to as “cold bonding.” This figure is taken from Ref. 92, � 2012 Optical Society of America.
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wafer-bonded hetero-interfaces enable vertical carrier injection, thus

achieving high quantum efficiencies. The potential problems of this

technique are the low potential yield during fabrication and lack of

reproducibility.

The final integration approach for fabricating III-V-based Si lasers

is the direct hetero-epitaxial growth. The main roadblock for

this approach resides in the high-density threading dislocations

(TDs) resulting from the large difference in thermal and expansion

coefficients between Si and III–V compounds. Additionally, the polar-

ity difference between III–V and Si generates antiphase domains at the

interface94, in which an antisite defect region in the parent forms.

Fortunately, this problem could be solved by growing III–V materials

on an offcut Si substrate95. An efficient method to reduce TDs is

inserting a buffer layer between the Si and the III–V active layer with

an appropriate lattice constant and similar thermal expansion coef-

ficient. Consequently, SiGe96, GaAs97, and GaSb98 are widely used and

minimize TDs effectively. Furthermore, a new strategic approach to

monolithically grow InP on Si with low TDs was proposed based on an

epitaxial lateral overgrowth (ELOG) technique99–101. The TDs were

effectively filtered out by maintaining a high-aspect-ratio between the

opening size and mask thickness resulting from the defect-necking

effect101, which happens when epitaxial growth of materials restrict

in a high-aspect-ratio structure. Crystallography dictates that TDs

propagate in a nonvertical direction to the surface of the wafer and

terminate in the sidewall interface. Therefore, a defect-free top surface

layer could be achieved (Figure 9a). Benefitting from the ELOG tech-

nique, high-quality QWs successfully grown on the ELOG InP layers

were realized showing comparable light emission intensities (.85%)

with those on a planar InP reference102 (Figure 9b).

Another method to suppress TDs is using nano-structures, notably

QDs103–110, because of their better defect-handling properties. III–V

QDs are appealing for temperature-insensitive operations because of a

delta-function-like density of states. Additionally, the discrete distri-

bution of QDs also improves the tolerance to defects and offers the

capability of filtering TDs, distinguishing them from traditional III–V/

Si QW technologies. A substantial technology boom occurred for QD

lasers, notably for InAs/GaAs QD lasers. Electrically pumped 1.3-mm

InAs/GaAs QD lasers monolithically grown on Ge105, Ge-on-Si106, and

Si107–111 substrates have been successfully realized in recent years, as

summarized in Table 2. The performance of QD lasers has been sig-

nificantly improved because of the efficient reduction in the density of

TDs. Substantial efforts have addressed this advance, and a new AlAs

nucleation layer (NL) has been developed to replace a GaAs NL

because of the better defects confinement ability108, and this NL layer

was experimentally shown to be effective in reducing TDs.

Consequently, the QD laser performance was enhanced at a lower

threshold current density and higher operation temperature.

Moreover, the effects of different filter layers to the performance of

a QD laser have also been experimentally explored. Compared to the

InGaAs/GaAs strained-layer superlattices (SLSs), InAlAs/GaAs SLSs

are more effective in blocking the propagation of TDs and thus ren-

dering a larger PL from InAs/GaAs QDs109. Currently, an InAs/GaAs

QD laser has shown superior advantages in achieving a large output

optical power110 (101 mW) and a high lasing operation temperature111
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Table 2 Representative performance of InAs/GaAs QD lasers on silicon demonstrated in recent years

Year l (mm) Substrate Operation condition Jth (A cm22) Pout (mW)/facet Tmax (6C) Refs.

2011 1.302 Si Pulse @RT 725 26 42 107

2011 1.305 Ge CW@RT 55.2 28 60 105

2012 1.28 Ge-on-Si CW@RT 163 3.7 30 106

2014 1.27 Si Pulse@20 194 77 85 109

2014 1.29 Si Pulse @RT 200 101 111 110

2014 1.3 Si CW@RT 141.6 88 119 111

CW, Jth, Pout, and Tmax represent continuous-wave, threshold current density, laser output power, and the maximum lasing temperature, respectively.
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(119 6C), indicating the feasibility of the direct hetero-epitaxial growth

approach for achieving a monolithic integrated on-chip laser.

With the rapid development of III-V-based hybrid Si lasers, laser

power consumption has garnered increasing interest, as it is becoming

a significant proportion of the energy cost-per-bit in data transmis-

sion. A common parameter to present laser power efficiency is the

wall-plug-efficiencies (WPE) defined as the output optical power

divided by the electrical input power: WPE5 Pout/(Ibias ? Vbias).

Additionally, the adequate output optical power is also indispensable

for lasers given the practical application in OEICs. Hence, techniques

to enhance the performance of III-V-based hybrid Si lasers in terms of

WPE and output optical power have become a focus of much research.

One effective approach is to design novel resonant cavities, and III-V-

based hybrid Si lasers in numerous cavities have been achieved

including a Fabry–Perot21–23, distributed Bragg reflector (DBR)112,

distributed feedback (DFB)113, microring114, and microdisk115. The

experimental results indicated that microrings and microdisks were

able to achieve lower threshold hybrid lasers because of their compact

size and high quality factor, whereas DFB and DBR were more efficient

in accomplishing hybrid lasers with large WPE and output power.

Another approach is to reduce the optical coupling loss by realizing

the efficient optical coupling between the III–V active layer and the

SOI waveguide circuit. Consequently, inverted adiabatic tapers116,117

and spot size converters (SSCs)118,119 are widely explored and used in

evanescently coupled hybrid lasers and butt-coupled hybrid lasers,

respectively. A double adiabatic taper coupler structure117 was pro-

posed for the efficient evanescent coupling, and over 90% in coupling

efficiency can be obtained in a taper length less than 100 mm

(Figure 10). For the butt-coupled laser, a novel SSC with a trident Si

waveguide (Figure 11a) was demonstrated using a simple fabrication

procedure119. The coupling loss was as low as 2.3 dB, and the align-

ment error tolerance was greatly improved in the both horizontal and

vertical directions (Figure 11b), effectively enhancing the application

of the passive alignment technique for direct mounting integration.

Table 3 compares the key performance of the III-V-based Si laser

achieved by the three integration approaches. The III-V-based hybrid

Si lasers achieved via direct hetero-epitaxial growth show superior

performance in terms of output optical power and working temper-

ature. Compared with evanescently coupled hybrid lasers via hetero-

geneous integration, butt-coupled hybrid lasers achieved by direct

mounting integration show a great advantage in terms of WPE. The

WPE of the former at telecom wavelength is still at the level of a few

percent while the latter has recently reached around 20% WPE6. One

reason for this better performance is that in the evanescently coupled

laser, the optical mode is strongly confined in the Si waveguide, thus

rendering low optical mode overlaps in the gain media. Therefore,

the modal gain and output coupling efficiency are in competition

with each other, and the trade-off between them restricts the laser

performance. Additionally, for the evanescently coupled laser, the

light passes through the heavy doping conducting layer and the bond-

ing layer for vertical coupling, rendering limited carrier injection effi-

ciency and additional absorption loss. Moreover, the evanescently

coupled laser performance is also inevitably degraded by characteris-

tics of the bonding layer such as the surface roughness, particle

contaminants, and poor thermal conductivity. On the contrary, the

butt-coupled laser fabricated by direct mounting could maintain the

performance of a laser chip to the maximum extent.

In addition to enhancing the performance of III-V-based hybrid Si

lasers, monolithic integration with other functional devices is also one

of the ultimate goals. A step forward occurred in 2011 through the

demonstration of a Si chip integrating the hybrid Si laser and a com-

pact optical grating with 2.3 mW power output at 1550 nm122. The

next breakthrough was soon reported by Intel through the demon-

stration of the first 50 Gbps end-to-end silicon photonics connection

with four identical hybrid Si lasers and optical modulators integrated

together on the identical transmitter123. Additionally, multiple band-

gap integration was demonstrated using QW intermixing technology

via ion implantation enhanced disordering124, and consequently,

a broadband DFB laser array integrated with electro-absorption mod-

ulators was realized on a single chip. A rapid development in this field

then occurred, and high-density integrated transmitters and systems

were achieved. Among the designs, the world-record highest band-

width density of over 30-Tbps cm22 was achieved in a compact foot-

print Si optical interposer by integrating hybrid lasers, optical splitters,

modulators, waveguides, and photodetectors on a single silicon

substrate6. Moreover, 20-Gbps error-free data transmission was also

guaranteed simultaneously.

In conclusion, direct mounting integration could achieve a WPE

whereas submicron precision alignment will lead to a high assembly

cost and limited integration density. Bonding techniques, notably
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BCB bonding, have been successfully used in realizing III-V-based

hybrid Si lasers integrated with other optical functional devices such

as gratings, modulators, and detectors. Therefore, these lasers repres-

ent the best performance currently. Nevertheless, the bonding layers,

such as BCB in BCB bonding and Si dioxide in direct bonding, usually

produce a high thermal resistance. Therefore, heat dissipation should

be considered to avoid the degradation of laser performance. QDs

offer a possible solution for the direct hetero-epitaxial growth of

III–V materials on Si because of its better tolerance to defects and

the capability of filtering TDs. High-performance electrically pumped

1.3-mm InAs/GaAs QD lasers monolithically grown on Si have been

successfully demonstrated. Furthermore, III–V material grown on the

ELOG InP layer on Si realized comparable light emission intensities to

those grown on InP substrate, indicating the availability of 1.55 mm

III–V laser monolithically grown on Si and the feasibility of direct

hetero-epitaxial growth approaches for achieving monolithic inte-

grated on-chip lasers.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the main approaches to achieving electrically pumped

Si-based on-chip light sources have been reviewed in terms of the

operating wavelength, pump condition, power consumption, fabrica-

tion, and thermal stability. Therefore, requirements must be consid-

ered when evaluating the performance of each candidate. Currently,

no electrically pumped Er–related laser has been experimentally

demonstrated because of the low power efficiency. The inherent lim-

itation lies in the lower efficiency of the EL mechanism because it

requires an extra energy transfer process to excite Er ions, rendering

additional problems such as energy back-transfer in Er-doped silicon-

rich materials and the potential device instability in Er compound

materials. Although Er–related light sources could work at HT with

stable peak wavelengths because of an atomic luminescent mech-

anism, this source suffers from temperature quenching or high applied

voltages, restricting the practicable application for on-chip integ-

ration.

For the Ge-on-Si laser, the birth of the first electrically pumped Ge

laser and the recently demonstrated optically pumped GeSn laser are

substantial steps to fill the gap in optoelectronic integration systems in

spite of their imperfect performance. Benefiting from the large gain

spectrum and ability to work at relative HT, the Ge laser is highly

attractive in WDM systems and high-density OEIC. Moreover, the

versatility of Ge opens the possibility of accomplishing photon emis-

sion, modulation, and detection simultaneously and establishes a

monolithic integrated Ge-based photonic platform within a CMOS

process flow, which may greatly reduce the process complexity and

cost. However, a few critical barriers remain. The reduction of the

threshold current for Ge lasers is certainly one of the biggest chal-

lenges, considering that no agreement is currently available on the

underlying cause. Another substantial challenge is the serious redshift

of the peak wavelength caused by the tensile strain and GeSn alloying.

The peak wavelength would shift to the mid infrared region when Ge

becomes a direct bandgap material, causing the Ge laser to be

impractical in the available passive and active functional devices in

silicon photonics because of the large operational wavelength mis-

match and inability to achieve monolithic integration. In conclusion,

Ge will play an increasing role in large-scale dense photonic integ-

ration because of the material compatibility and good performance at

HT of the materials and because of overcoming processing issues

involved in improving the high threshold currents. One of the main

challenges is how to establish a trade-off between n-type doping, tens-
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Table 3 Key performance comparison of III-V-based Si laser integration approaches

Integration approaches l (mm) Operation condition Ith (mA) Pout (mW) WPE (%) Tmax (6C) Refs.

Direct mounting integration 1.53 CW@25 12 39 ,20 NA 6,118

Wafer bonding-based heterogeneous integration 1.55 CW@20 9.4 11 7.6 .60 120

1.36 CW@20 18 35 14 .80 121

Direct hetero-epitaxial growth 1.3 CW@RT 16 88 9a .119 111

a 3dB coupling loss between QD laser and silicon waveguide is assumed.
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ile strain, and GeSn alloying in terms of optimizing the performance of

the Ge laser whereas also restricting the operating wavelength redshift.

III-V-based hybrid Si lasers produced via bonding techniques cur-

rently represent the best performance and display the highest potential

for industrial use in the near future as an on-chip laser for silicon

photonics. However, bonding techniques usually lead to poor heat

dissipation because of the high thermal resistance of the bonding layer,

thus severely degrading the laser performance at HT. This method is

not a monolithic integration approach and has limitations for mass

production. Therefore, III-V-based hybrid Si lasers produced via

bonding techniques may not be a suitable solution for large-scale

dense monolithic integration in terms of the yield and cost over the

long term. In comparison, high-quality QD materials have been suc-

cessfully grown on Si via direct hetero-epitaxial growth. Electrically

pumped 1.3 mm QD lasers were demonstrated and could maintain

lasing operation at up to 119 6C because of the delta-function-like

density of states. Therefore, in the long run, III–V QD lasers, mono-

lithically grown on Si, could be more promising as on-chip lasers and

may satisfy the requirements for low-cost, high-yield, temperature-

insensitive, and large-scale high-density monolithic integration.
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